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Jersey is considered by many as one of the leading international financial hubs. This reputation has been enhanced by Jersey having a
well-respected financial system which is investor friendly.

As a full service top 10 offshore law firm, our Jersey funds team is well placed to advise clients (including fund managers, directors,
investors and administrators) on the establishment and the whole lifecycle of funds/holding structures for a variety of asset classes.

Having worked on funds deals totalling more than $100bn, we are well placed to advise clients that are seeking to raise funds in Jersey
or to connect with Jersey based funds, managers, directors, investors and administrators.

We have advised on a number of funds of various sizes (or parts of them) in respect of the Jersey regulatory requirements and
consents required for circulating offers to Jersey investors or Jersey service providers providing services to non-Jersey funds,
including:

What our clients say about us

'Samuel Sturrock has in-depth knowledge of the investment funds industry as well as the corresponding laws.'
Client feedback | Legal 500

'They are very responsive; they take note of our requirements as clients and implement them straight away.'
Client feedback | Chambers & Partners

'Great group of people to deal with. Flexible, pragmatic and fun to work with. The team is very responsive, technically good and client
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focused. They are also commercial when it comes to fee requests.'
Client feedback | Legal 500
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